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1
INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE'
Amici are sixteen law professors from throughout the
United States with expertise in corporate and securities law
and federal jurisdiction, and who have previously published
on issues relating to securities litigation, shareholder suits,
breaches of fiduciary duties, state law remedies for corporate
malfeasance, financial regulation, and federal jurisdiction
over class actions.2 Amici have no personal stake in the
outcome of this case, but have a public policy interest in
seeing that the law under the Securities Litigation Uniform
Standards Act of 1998 ("SLUSA") be interpreted in a way
that does not preclude investors from using state courts to
pursue claims seeking traditional state law remedies for acts
that do not involve covered securities within the meaning of
the federal securities laws.
Amici agree with Respondents that SLUSA does not
preclude a state-law class action alleging a fraudulent scheme
that involves misrepresentations about transactions in
SLUSA-covered securities when the fraudulent scheme itself
does not involve a purchase or sale of a covered security.
Amici submit this brief to explain more fully the
jurisprudence and legislative history as they relate to the
intended distinction between covered and non-covered
securities, as well as how cases not involving securities traded
on a national exchange were not meant to fall within
SLUSA's purview.

Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 37.6, counsel for amici
represent that, in consultation with amici, they authored this brief in its
entirety and that none of the parties or their counsel, nor any other person
or entity other than amici or their counsel, made a monetary contribution
intended to fund the preparation or submission of this brief. Counsel for
amici also represent that all parties have consented to the filing of this
brief. The parties have filed their blanket consents with the Clerk.
2
A full list of amici, including their institutional affiliations, is set
forth in the Appendix to this brief.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Petitioners' overly broad interpretation of SLUSA
would preclude plaintiffs from filing class actions under state
law despite the fact that, under well-established law, those
same cases must be brought only under state law because they
do not allege fraud in connection with securities traded on a
national exchange. This Court is thus presented with the
opportunity to resolve confusion as to the scope of SLUSA's
preemption of state-law claims brought as class actions and,
by so doing, ensure that state courts retain their traditional
ability to develop their law and resolve disputes over breaches
of fiduciary duty, in addition to other common business torts
and consumer claims that would not be grounds for a federal
securities law claim because the claims involved do not
involve an action in connection with the purchase or sale of
nationally-traded securities.
Legislative action and legislative history support the
conclusion that for a transaction to be "in connection with the
purchase or sale of a covered security," the purchase or sale
must involve a security traded on a national exchange. 15
U.S.C. § 77r(b). For decades, this Court's interpretation of §
10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("1934 Act")
and Rule 10b-5, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, in combination with
its observations on the nature of national securities exchanges
as relevant to SLUSA, has made clear that only challenges to
transactions involving nationally-traded securities can be
resolved in federal court. See Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Smith, Inc. v. Dabit, 547 U.S. 71, 81 (2006); see also
Morrison v. Austl. Nat'l Bank, 130 S. Ct. 2869, 2887-88
(2010). Plaintiffs who allege a breach of fiduciary duty that
did not occur in connection with the purchase or sale of a
nationally-traded security--or in which the fraud is predicated
on a financial instrument that is backed by, but is not itself, a
nationally-traded security--cannot bring their claims under
federal securities laws and must bring their claims under state
law.
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At the same time, SLUSA bars most securities class
actions3 brought under state law if the action is brought by
"any private party alleging a misrepresentation or omission of
material fact in connection with the purchase or sale of a
covered security." 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(1)(A). If such a suit
is brought in state court, SLUSA permits its timely removal to
federal court. 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(2). Once removed,
SLUSA requires the case to be dismissed because it is
preempted by federal securities laws. 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(1).
This aspect of SLUSA may make sense as it applies to
a plaintiff who could have brought the action in federal court
but, for whatever reason, failed to do so.
But the
interpretation of SLUSA suggested by Petitioners in this case
— and the interpretation adopted by several courts of appeals —
will have the effect of barring state-law class actions by
investors for claims of pure breaches of fiduciary duty, as
well as by consumers deceived in a situation where the fraud
involved covered securities at some point in the chain, where
plaintiff could not have brought the claim under the federal
securities laws because the conduct alleged is not a violation
of federal laws prohibiting fraudulent purchases or sales of
covered securities. Under this Court's precedents, run-of-themill fiduciary-duty claims, consumer class actions, and
common business torts cannot be brought under federal
securities law because they do not allege conduct within the
scope of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Under these circumstances,
the Petitioners' interpretation of SLUSA effectively
eliminates liability for such claims in every case where the
action is brought on behalf of a class of similarly situated
individuals and a covered security bears only an attenuated
connection to the challenged transaction. That result is
3

Certain actions, based on the law of the state of incorporation and
referred to as "Delaware carve-outs," are preserved by SLUSA. See 15
U.S.C. § 77p(d)(1)(A). Other preserved actions provided for by SLUSA
include actions that are exclusively derivative in nature and certain state
and trustee actions. 15 U.S.C. § 77p(f)(2)(B); 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(3)(B)(C).
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illogical as a matter of statutory construction, and does
nothing to further Congress's stated purpose in enacting
SLUSA. It also substantially curtails the ability of states to
regulate the traditionally state-based realm of corporate law,
as well as other areas that our federal system has long
recognized are the exclusive purview of the states in the
absence of explicit federal preemption.
The straightforward facts of this case make clear that
Plaintiffs' claims were not preempted by SLUSA. Plaintiffs
were purchasers of certificates of deposits ("CDs") issued by
Stanford International Bank ("SIB" or "the Bank"). The CDs
themselves were not "covered securities" within the meaning
of SLUSA. Because the Bank never registered the CDs with
the SEC, they were not traded on a national exchange. See 15
U.S.C. § 77r(b). The CDs offered a fixed rate of return and
were not tied to the success of any of the Bank's purported
investments in the "highly marketable securities issued by
stable national governments, strong multinational companies
and major international banks." Roland v. Green, 675 F.3d
503, 509 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting alleged misrepresentations
by the SEI Investments Company). Plaintiffs were not
directly or indirectly buying an interest in SIB's covered
securities. They merely invested money in CDs.
Here, nobody purchased or sold a covered security.
The complaints alleged that SIB invested the proceeds from
the CD sales in Antiguan real estate and squandered the
money on Allen Stanford's lavish lifestyle. The fraud was
complete on the sale of the CDs, and did not depend on a
subsequent purchase or non-purchase of any covered
securities.
These lawsuits therefore did not allege a
fraudulent scheme "involving," "dependent upon,"
"coinciding with," or "more than tangentially related" to
misrepresentations about covered securities.
Contrary to Petitioner's argument, SLUSA does not
apply to alleged misrepresentations "in connection with a
covered security." To the contrary, the statute applies only to
alleged misrepresentations "in connection with the purchase
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or sale of a covered security." See 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(1)(A)
(emphasis added).
Accepting Petitioners' interpretation
would render the "purchase or sale" language meaningless.
The alleged misrepresentation must be in connection with a
purchase or sale of covered securities.
ARGUMENT
I.

Congress Enacted the PSLRA to Require
Purchasers and Sellers of Nationally-Traded
Securities to Bring Class Action Fraud Claims in
Federal Court Under Federal Law
A.

Covered Securities Under the 1934 Act and
SLUSA Include Only Nationally-Traded
Securities.

Section 10(b) of the 1934 Act broadly prohibits fraud
"in connection with the purchase or sale of any security." 15
U.S.C. § 78j(b). SLUSA constricts the jurisdiction of statelaw claims brought in a class action that could have been
brought under § 10(b): "No covered class action based upon
the statutory or common law of any State or subdivision
thereof may be maintained in any State or Federal court by
any private party alleging a misrepresentation or omission of
a material fact in connection with the purchase or sale of a
covered security." 15 U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(1)(A). A "covered
security" is defined as "a security that satisfies the standards
for a covered security specified in paragraph (1) or (2) of
section 18(b) of the Securities Act of 1933, at the time during
which it is alleged that the misrepresentation, omission, or
manipulative or deceptive conduct occurred, except that such
term shall not include any debt security that is exempt from
registration under the Securities Act of 1933 . . . ." 15 U.S.C.
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§ 78bb(f)(5)(E) (internal citations omitted). Section 18(b) of
the Securities Act of 1933 ("1933 Act") notes that a "security
is a covered security if such security is":
(A) listed, or authorized for listing, on the New
York Stock Exchange or the American Stock
Exchange, or listed, or authorized for listing, on the
National Market System of the Nasdaq Stock Market
(or any successor to such entities);
(B) listed, or authorized for listing, on a
national securities exchange (or tier or segment
thereof) that has listing standards that the Commission
determines by rule (on its own initiative or on the
basis of a petition) are substantially similar to the
listing standards applicable to securities described in
subparagraph (A); or
(C) a security of the same issuer that is equal
in seniority or that is a senior security to a security
described in subparagraph (A) or (B).
15 U.S.C. § 77r(b). Additionally, a "security is a covered
security if such security is a security issued by an investment
company that is registered, or that has filed a registration
statement, under the Investment Company Act of 1940," and
the SEC may prescribe covered securities by rule for qualified
purchasers and by rule for transactions substantially similar
for those covered under earlier sections. 15 U.S.C. § 77r(b).
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This Court has held that to satisfy the "in connection
with" requirement of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 a fraud must
"coincide" with a securities transaction. The requirement was
first addressed by this Court in Superintendent of Ins. v.
Bankers Life & Cas. Co., 404 U.S. 6 (1971). In Bankers Life,
the purchase price of stock was obtained by misappropriating
the proceeds of the sale of Treasury bonds where it appeared
that the proceeds were supposed to be used to purchase a
certificate of deposit. Id. at 8-9. This Court concluded that
the "in connection with" requirement was met because the
seller of securities had been harmed by being deprived of the
proceeds of the sale of bonds through "deceptive practices
touching its sale of securities." Id. at 12-13. A quarter of a
century later, in United States v. O'Hagan, 521 U.S. 642
(1997), this Court considered whether trading in securities of
a company that was based on misappropriated information
represented fraud "in connection with" a securities
transaction. This Court concluded that such fraud was indeed
"in connection with" the purchase of stock because the
misappropriation of information "coincide[d]" with the
trading of stock. Id. at 656. This Court reasoned that the "in
connection with" requirement was satisfied because the fraud
was consummated when the information was used to purchase
or sell securities, not when the confidential information was
obtained.4
Id. Finally, SEC v. Zandford, 535 U.S. 813
4

This Court specifically noted that this misappropriation theory
had limits and that not all misappropriations involving securities would be
subject to § 10(b). Thus, this Court suggested that Rule 10b-5 would not
apply when a person obtains money by fraud and then uses that money to
purchase securities, reasoning that the fraud would lack sufficient
connection to the securities transaction because the money obtained
fraudulently could be used for any number of purposes. O'Hagan, 521
U.S. at 656.
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(2002), was a case involving a broker's theft of the proceeds
from the sale of his clients' securities. This Court concluded
that the SEC had adequately alleged the broker's conduct met
the "in connection with" requirement because the brokers'
fraudulent practices and the subsequent sale of securities were
not independent events: the fraud "coincided" with the stock
sales. Id. at 820.
B.

The Legislative History of Both the PSLRA
and SLUSA Indicates that Congress Did
Not Intend to Expand the Scope of the 1934
Act and Targeted Only Nationally-Traded
Securities
1.

The PSLRA

Congress enacted the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995 ("PSLRA"), Pub. L. No. 104-67, 109
Stat. 737, 738, 750, 758-59, to curb what it viewed as
"nuisance filings, targeting of deep-pocket defendants, [and]
vexatious discovery requests." Dabit, 547 U.S. at 81.
Congress sought to accomplish these objectives by, inter alia,
imposing a heightened pleading standard in all fraud actions
brought pursuant to the federal securities laws. Id. For
example, the PSLRA requires that "securities fraud
complaints 'specify' each misleading statement; that they set
forth facts 'on which [a] belief' that a statement is misleading
was `formed'; and that they 'state with particularity facts
giving rise to a strong inference that the defendant acted with
the required state of mind.' Id. at 81-82 (quoting Dura
Pharms., Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336, 345 (2005) (quoting
15 U.S.C. §§ 78u-4(b)(1), (2))).
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The PSLRA was manifestly not, however, intended to
affect suits that do not involve fraud in connection with the
purchase or sale of nationally-traded securities. The PSLRA
makes clear that it applies to "each private right of action
arising under this [Act]" — in other words, to claims for relief
that arise under the 1934 Act as of the time of the PSLRA's
enactment. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(1). Suits not involving
fraud in connection with the purchase or sale of nationallytraded securities undisputedly did not arise under the 1934
Act at the time Congress enacted the PSLRA, as Congress
was keenly aware. To the contrary, the PSLRA was
concerned with the "federal interest in protecting the integrity
and efficient operation of the market for nationally traded
securities." Dabit, 547 U.S. at 78.
Congress's attempt to curtail securities litigation had
an unintended consequence: instead of filing their claims in
federal courts, subject to the PSLRA's heightened pleading
standard, many investors began filing their claims under state
law in state courts, thus attempting to bypass the PSLRA's
requirements altogether. See Dabit, 547 U.S. at 82.
2.

SLUSA

Congress enacted SLUSA to "stem this shift] from
Federal to State courts and prevent certain State private
securities class action lawsuits alleging fraud from being used
to frustrate the objectives of the PSLRA. Dabit, 547 U.S. at
82. SLUSA prohibits a party from maintaining a claim
arising under state law that alleges:
(1) an untrue statement or omission of material fact in
connection with the purchase or sale of a covered
security; or
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(2) that the defendant used or employed any
manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance in
connection with the purchase or sale of a covered
security.
15 U. S .C. § 77p(b); see also 15 U. S .C. § 78j (b).
SLUSA does not define the phrase "in connection
with the purchase or sale of a covered security." But that
language, in addition to SLUSA's references to "untrue
statement[s] or omission[s] of material fact" and the "use[] or
employment of] any manipulative or deceptive device or
contrivance," closely tracks the implied right of action under
§ 10(b) and the heightened pleading standard imposed by the
PSLRA. "[N]ot only did Congress [in SLUSA] use the same
words as are used in § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, but it used them
in a provision that appears in the same statute as § 10(b)."
Dabit, 547 U.S. at 86.
SLUSA's drafters borrowed the phrase "covered
security" from the National Securities Market Improvement
Act ("NSMIA"), Pub. L. No. 104-290, 110 Stat. 3416 (1996).
That statute, which allocates regulatory authority between
federal and state governments, provides that the federal
government regulates "covered securities" while states
maintain their traditional authority to regulate other securities.
See H.R. Rep. No. 105-803, at 13 (1996). Seeking to
eliminate duplicative regulation, Congress made clear that the
NSMIA was not intended "to alter, limit, expand, or
otherwise affect in any way any State statutory or common
law with respect to fraud or deceit . . . in connection securities
or securities transactions." H.R. Rep. No. 104-622, at 34
(1996). Rather, the states were to retain their authority to
regulate "small, regional or intrastate securities offerings."
Id. at 16. In enacting SLUSA, in other words, Congress
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intended to preserve the enforcement powers of the State
securities regulators. See Pub. L. No. 105-353, 112 Stat.
3231.
In interpreting SLUSA, therefore, courts should be
mindful that the statute is part of the 1934 Act, which "should
be construed not technically and restrictively, but flexibly to
effectuate its remedial purposes." Zandfard, 535 U.S. at 819.
Congress did not intend to "cavalierly" preempt state law
causes of action when it enacted SLUSA, particularly those
claims for relief, such as traditional common law claims for
fraud or breach of fiduciary duty claims, which were not
based upon regulation of a national securities market. Dabit,
547 U.S. at 87.
Dabit clarified what it means to make an untrue
statement or omission of material fact "in connection with the
purchase or sale of a covered security" for purposes of
SLUSA. Id. at 84-86. The Dabit plaintiffs had brought statelaw claims in federal court based on diversity jurisdiction,
alleging that they were fraudulently induced to hold, or to
advise their clients to hold (but not to buy or sell) certain
stocks far longer than they would have had they known the
true value of the stock. Id. The Second Circuit Court of
Appeals held that SLUSA did not bar the state-law claims in
Dabit because the claims were based on allegedly fraudulent
inducements to hold stock, rather than to buy or sell it, and
thus the alleged fraud was not undertaken "in connection with
the purchase or sale" of the securities in question. Id. at 77.
This Court reversed, holding that the SLUSA bar applies not
only to buyers and sellers of securities but also to holders of
securities. Id. at 77-78. This Court reasoned that a narrower
holding would "undercut the effectiveness" of the PSLRA
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and would "run contrary to SLUSA's stated purpose." Id. at
86.
Several courts of appeals have had occasion to address
the question when fraud "coincides" with a covered security
under SLUSA. See Romano v. Kazacos, 609 F.3d 512, 522
(2d Cir. 2010) (fraud has to induce the covered transaction
and the claims must "necessarily involve" and "necessarily
rest" on them); Segal v. Fifth Third Bank, 581 F.3d 305, 310
(6th Cir. 2009) ("coincide" requirement met where plaintiff's
allegations "depend" upon transactions in covered securities);
Madden v. Cowen & Co., 576 F.3d 957, 966 (9th Cir. 2009)
(misrepresentations and omissions must be "more than
tangentially related" to purchase of covered securities);
Instituto de Prevision Militar v. Merrill Lynch, 546 F.3d
1340, 1348 (11th Cir. 2008) (fraud has to have "induced"
plaintiff to make a purchase or sale of covered securities or
the scheme must have "coincided and depended upon a
purchase or sale" of covered securities); Siepel v. Bank of
Am., 526 F.3d 1122, 1127 (8th Cir. 2008) ("coincide"
requirement is less stringent than requiring non-disclosure in
order to relate to a decision to purchase a covered security);
Gavin v. AT&T Corp., 464 F.3d 634, 639 (7th Cir. 2006)
("coincide" requirement requires plaintiff to allege fraud
"involving" covered securities).
While the courts of appeals have employed modestly
different language, they all interpret Dabit's "coincide"
requirement in essentially similar terms. Regardless of the
precise verbal formulation employed, SIB's sales of CDs in
this case were not "in connection with" the purchase or sale
of covered securities. All of the tests require, at a minimum,
a direct or indirect purchase or sale of covered securities, or a
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contract to do so. On these facts, each and every court of
appeals would rule for Respondents.
No such concerns are raised by claims—such as the
fiduciary-duty and other state law claims at issue in this
case—that are not based on fraud in connection with the
purchase, sale or holding of nationally-traded securities.
Permitting such claims to proceed in state court does not
contradict or subvert any provision of the PSLRA and
SLUSA.
3.
Legislative History
A defendant does not commit federal securities fraud
that subjects it to a lawsuit removable pursuant to SLUSA
unless the fraud is committed "in connection with the
purchase or sale of a covered security." That a "covered
security" means only securities traded on a national exchange
is entirely consistent with congressional intent in enacting
both the 1934 Act and SLUSA. See 144 Cong. Rec. 10780
(1998) (statement of Rep. Anna Eshoo, lead Democratic
Sponsor) ("[SLUSA] assur[es] that lawsuits involving
nationally traded securities remain in Federal courts where
they have always been heard. This legislation is limited in
scope and only affects class action lawsuits involving
nationally traded securities. Lawsuits traditionally heard in
the Federal Courts will continue to be heard there under the
Federal law. State regulators would continue to have the
ability to enforce State laws and bring civil actions.");
Prepared Statement of U.S. Senator Alphonse M. D'Amato,
Regarding the Mark-Up of S. 1260, The Securities Litigation
Uniform Standards Act (Apr. 29, 1998), available at
http://www.techlawjournal.com/congress/slusa/80429dam.ht
m (last visited July 23, 2013) ("This legislation is narrowly
focused. It will apply only to 'national' securities that are
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traded on National exchanges and on NASDAQ's National
Market System.").
The "federal interest in protecting the integrity and
efficient operation of the market for nationally traded
securities," Dabit, 547 U.S. at 78, emanated from the national
nature of that market: "companies can not control where their
securities are traded after an initial public offering [and]
companies with publicly-traded securities can not choose to
avoid jurisdictions which present unreasonable litigation
costs. Thus, a single state can impose the risks and costs of its
peculiar litigation system on all national issuers." H.R. Rep.
No. 105-803, at 15 (1998) (Conf. Rep.). SLUSA remedies
the problem by preventing state courts from imposing their
corporate law regimes on nationally traded securities: "The
solution to this problem is to make Federal court the exclusive
venue for most securities fraud class action litigation
involving nationally traded securities." Id.
Nationally-traded securities also present their own
national issues regarding market efficiency and information
for investors; SLUSA was intended to match the national
scope of such information with federal jurisdiction. "[T]he
securities governed by this bill—and it is important to
emphasize this point—are by definition trading on national
exchanges. As we all know, securities traded on national
exchanges are bought and sold by investors in every State,
and those investors rely on information distributed on a
national basis." 144 Cong. Rec. 4799, Remarks of Senator
Lieberman (1998); see also 144 Cong. Rec. 8963, Remarks of
Senator Dodd (1998) ("While the frustration of the objectives
of the 1995 Reform Act provide[s] compelling reason[] for
congressional action, it is equally important to consider
whether the proposition of creating a national standard of
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liability for nationally-traded securities makes sense in [its]
own right. I certainly believe it does. In 1996, Congress
passed the 'National Securities Markets Improvement Act'
which established a precedent of national treatment for
securities that are nationally-traded. In that act, Congress
clearly and explicitly recognized that our securities markets
were national in scope and that requiring that the securities
that trade on those national markets comply with 52 separate
jurisdictional requirements both afforded little extra
protection to investors and imposed unnecessarily steep costs
on raising capital.").
SLUSA's limitation to nationally-traded securities
was part of the Act's preferred regime for enforcement of the
federal securities laws. While Congress enacted SLUSA
clearly intending to subject nationally-traded securities to
both federal jurisdiction and the PSLRA's heightened
pleading requirements, it also recognized the importance of
state law regimes in the regulation of non-nationally traded
securities. "[I]n order to avoid . . . thwarting . . . the purpose
of the [PSLRA], national standards for nationally traded
securities must be enacted, while preserving the appropriate
enforcement powers of state regulators, and the right of
individuals to bring suit." S. Rep. 105-182, at 8 (1998); see
also 144 Cong. Rec. 8963, Remarks of Senator Dodd (1998)
("It will not affect any suit, class action or otherwise, against
penny stocks or any stock that is not traded on a national
exchange."); 15 U.S.C. § 78c(a)(51)(B) (defining a "penny
stock" as a "security or class of securities" designated by the
SEC as "traded other than on a national securities exchange or
through an automated quotation system").
By contrast, claims such as those involved in this case
which are predicated solely on state law (here, Texas and
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Louisiana) that do not allege a fraud in connection with the
purchase or sale of a covered security manifestly do not fall
within the scope of § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Claims relating
to fraud in privately offered securities, or securities traded
only on international markets, are insufficient to state a claim
under those provisions. See Zandford, 535 U.S. at 822 (the
securities fraud must "coincide" with a securities transaction
in order to state a claim under § 10(b) and Rule 10b-5);
Thompson v. RelationServe Media, Inc., 610 F.3d 628, 680
(11th Cir. 2010) (a 10b-5 claim cannot survive when
predicated on "exempt private offerings"). Because a
plaintiff class cannot maintain a federal securities claim,
under Petitioners' view, any reading of SLUSA that federally
preempts these or similar claims extinguishes liability for
these claims. There is no indication that Congress, in
enacting § 10(b) and SLUSA, meant to bring all or any--of
these types of claims under the purview of SLUSA.
4.

A Sweeping Interpretation of SLUSA
is Inconsistent with Legislative Intent

SLUSA imposes a steep penalty on plaintiffs who
could have brought their securities class actions under federal
law but chose to plead them under state law. Not only are
defendants in such cases permitted to remove to federal court,
they may seek immediate dismissal once they arrive there. 15
U.S.C. § 78bb(f)(2). Given Congress's stated goal of
preventing plaintiffs from making an end-run around the
PSLRA's heightened pleading requirements, SLUSA's steep
penalty may well be appropriate where plaintiffs could have
brought their action under federal law in federal court but
declined to do so. But it is utterly illogical to punish plaintiffs
for doing what this Court's well-settled precedent has for
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decades required them to do, to wit, litigate their claims for
non-covered securities and other financial instruments under
state law, rather than under federal securities law.
The sweeping interpretation of SLUSA that
Petitioners urge leaves claims related to securities that are not
traded on a national exchange in a legal no man's land, in
which there exists no possibility of a collective remedy under
either federal or state law. Denial of class relief under both
federal and state law as a matter of statutory interpretation
would mean no relief at all. This Court has recognized that
"[t]he policy at the very core of the class action mechanism is
to overcome the problem that small recoveries do not provide
the incentive for any individual to bring a solo action
prosecuting his or her rights." Amchem Prods., Inc. v.
Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 617 (1997). Search as one will, there
is absolutely nothing in SLUSA's legislative history that
would allow this Court to infer that Congress intended to
leave investors in non-covered securities, who may
realistically be able to seek redress only by banding together
in a class action, without any remedy for harms related to
breaches of fiduciary duty or other purely state law claims
that involve privately traded or other non-covered securities,
as opposed to the nationally-traded securities regulated by the
1933 and 1934 Acts.
"Corporations are creatures of state law." Cort v. Ash,
422 U.S. 66, 84 (1975). Unless federal law "expressly"
imposes additional obligations with respect to the
corporation's treatment of its shareholders, state law controls
the internal affairs of the corporation. Id.; see also Burks v.
Lasker, 441 U.S. 471, 478 (1979) (noting that corporations
are governed by state law because they are creatures of state
law). Indeed, "[n]o principle of corporation law and practice
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is more firmly established than a State's authority to regulate
domestic corporations, including the authority to define the
voting rights of shareholders." CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp.
of Am., 481 U.S. 69, 89 (1987). This Court has been reluctant
to interpret federal law in a way that would "invite [federal]
litigation beyond the immediate sphere of securities litigation
and in areas already governed by functioning and effective
state-law guarantees." Stoneridge Inv. Partners, LLC v.
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 552 U.S. 148, 161 (2008).
State common law breach of fiduciary duty actions
provide an important remedy not available under federal law.
Gochnauer v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 810 F.2d 1042,
1049 (11th Cir. 1987) ("[S]ince not every instance of
financial unfairness or breach of fiduciary duty will constitute
a fraudulent activity under § 10(b) or Rule 10b-5, federal
courts should be wary of foreclosing common law breach of
fiduciary duty actions which supplement existing federal or
state statutes."). Interpreting SLUSA as Petitioners suggest
represents an unwarranted federal intrusion into fiduciary
duty questions that have historically been the purview of the
states, and will substantially impair the state's historic ability
to provide effective remedies for violations of state-created
corporate law. See, e.g., Gray v. Seaboard Secs., Inc., 241 F.
Supp. 2d 213, 219 (N.D.N.Y. 2003), rev'd in part, 126 Fed.
Appx. 14 (2d Cir. 2005) (an overly broad interpretation of
SLUSA "is at odds with the well-settled principle that
federalism concerns impel the presumption that Congress did
not intend to displace state law"); United Paperworkers Intl
Union v. Intl Paper Co., 801 F. Supp. 1134, 1140 (S.D.N.Y.
1992) ("[F]ederal securities laws do not reach ordinary
instances of corporate mismanagement or breaches of
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fiduciary duty" because allowing so would be a "serious
affront to federalism.").
There is a strong presumption against finding
Congressional intent to preempt state-law causes of action.
Bates v. Dow Ag•oSciences LLC, 544 U.S. 431, 449 (2005)
("Because the states are independent sovereigns in our federal
system," it is "presumed that Congress does not cavalierly
preempt state-law causes of actions.") (quoting Medtronic,
Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485 (1996)); see also Medtronic,
518 U.S. at 485 (in all preemption cases, the court starts with
the assumption that the federal statute did not supersede the
State's "unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of
Congress") (quoting Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331
U.S. 218, 230 (1947)). The presumption against preemption is
particularly strong where a conclusion that claims are
preempted would eliminate remedies traditionally available
under state law. Bates, 544 U.S. at 449 ("If Congress had
intended to deprive injured parties of a long available form of
compensation, it surely would have expressed that intent
more clearly."). The presumption applies to both the
"question whether Congress intended any pre-emption at all"
and also "to questions concerning the scope of its intended
invalidation of state law." Medtronic, 518 U.S. at 485.
SLUSA's plain language and its legislative history
dispel any doubt that Congress intended to preempt only
those suits relating to covered securities—i.e., nationallytraded securities—that had been the subject of the PSLRA,
and to leave unaffected traditional state-law breach of
fiduciary duty class action suits, even if they involved private,
international, or other non-covered securities. In the words of
Senator Dodd (SLUSA's Senate co-sponsor), "[SLUSA] will
[allow Congress to address this state litigation problem] in a
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very targeted and narrow way, essentially preempting only
those class actions that have recently migrated to State court,
while leaving traditional State court actions and procedures
solidly in place . . . . This legislation has been carefully
crafted only to affect those types of class actions that are
appropriately heard on the Federal level." 143 Cong. Rec.
S10477 (1997); see also 144 Cong. Rec. 8963, Remarks of
Senator Dodd (1998) ("The legislation under consideration
today accomplishes that goal in the narrowest, most balanced
way possible. Before I discuss what the legislation will do,
let me point out a few things that it won't do: . . . It will not
affect any suits based upon corporate disclosure to existing
shareholders required by state fiduciary duty laws."); 144
Cong. Rec. E1385, Statement of Rep. Fazio (1998) ("Only
those suits traditionally filed in Federal courts would be
affected by H.R. 1689, while those claims that historically
have been pursued in State courts would be left undisturbed.")
Congress's subsequent adoption of the Class Action
Fairness Act ("CAFA") further reinforces a lack of intent to
pre-empt traditional state remedies in the area of non-covered
securities. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d). CAFA established a new,
broad removal regime for cases outside the securities arena,
even cases founded on state law, creating federal jurisdiction
for class action cases in those areas. SLUSA represents
Congress's intent in 1998 to preempt the narrow swath of
securities fraud cases it perceived as properly situated in
federal court based on actions involving nationally-traded
securities; it was seven years later, in CAFA, that Congress
addressed class actions involving other allegations, such as
those involving business torts, consumer finance fraud, and
breach of fiduciary duty. SLUSA, in other words, had a very
narrow and limited scope. Congress was aware of it when it
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was enacted, which explains why it returned with a broader
removal statute in 2005.
II.

The Attenuated Connection Between Common
Business Torts and Nationally-Traded Securities
Suggests that Petitioner's Interpretations of
SLUSA Would Bar Claims Completely Unrelated
to Federal Securities Laws

The interpretation of SLUSA that Petitioners advance
is predicated on the idea that the alleged fraud committed
against Respondents was "in connection with the purchase or
sale of a covered security" because Respondents alleged that:
(1) their purchases of SIB-issued CDs were induced in part by
the misrepresentation that the CDs were backed by SLUSAcovered securities ("highly marketable securities issued by
stable governments, strong multinational companies and
major international banks"); and (2) their CD purchases were
induced in part by the representation that SIB's overall
portfolio was backed by SLUSA-covered securities, which
made the CDs a stable and profitable investment. Roland,
675 F.3d at 509-510. The District Court determined that the
CDs that Respondents purchased were not covered securities
Such a
themselves, which neither party disputes. Id.
conclusion did not end the inquiry, according to the District
Court, however, because, if the fraud committed "coincided
and depended upon" the purchase or sale of covered
securities, the fraud was properly "in connection with" the
purchase or sale of such securities as a matter of law. Id. at
510, 513.
Amici do not have a preference for which test this
Court should adopt in determining the proper scope of
SLUSA as it regards Zandford's "coincides with" test for the
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"in connection with" language of § 10(b) and SLUSA. But
they urge this Court to reject any approach concluding that
SLUSA applies to non-covered bank-issued securities that
may be potentially backed by covered securities. Such an
approach would swallow an enormous number of state-law
fiduciary-duty claims and common business torts, in addition
to the state creditor-debtor regimes implicated by the court
below.5 Moreover, as noted above, such an approach would
bestow on defendants the ability to avoid liability under either
state or federal law for securities fraud involving nonnationally traded securities by merely invoking reliance on
covered securities in their marketing materials or establishing
some relationship to covered securities in their banking
relationship, which, given that "every bank and almost every
company owns some covered securities in its portfolio,"
would allow securities defendants to engage in fraud not
subject to liability in any court. See Roland, 675 F.3d at 518.
Amici suggest that SLUSA should be interpreted in a
manner consistent with its express language and
Congressional intent, such that the statute applies only to suits
5

See Roland, 675 F.3d at 518 ("In addition to fiduciary duty
actions, over-extension of SLUSA also threatens state creditor-debtor
regimes, which we have held are likely available to the Appellants. See
Janvey v. Adams, 588 F.3d 831, 835 (5th Cir. 2009). . . . This wariness is
echoed by the members of Congress appearing as amici on behalf of the
Appellants: 'The interpretation of SLUSA and the 'in connection with'
requirement adopted by the District Court . . . could potentially subsume
any consumer claims involving the exchange of money or alleging fraud
against a bank, without regard to the product that was being peddled.' As
they point out, every bank and almost every company owns some covered
securities in its portfolio, and every debt instrument issued by these banks
and companies is backed by this portfolio in the same way the CDs here
were ultimately backed by the assets in SIB's portfolio. Precluding any
group claim against any such debt issue merely because the issuer
advertises that it owns these assets in its portfolio would be a major
change in the scope of SLUSA.").
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alleging conduct that violates § 10(b) or other provisions of
the federal securities laws applicable to nationally-traded
securities. Allegations that would not constitute a violation of
federal securities laws should not be deemed preempted by
SLUSA.
Understanding SLUSA as a complement to the
previously enacted federal securities laws, rather than as a
freestanding bar to claims previously unaffected by federal
securities law, is the most coherent way to read Congress's
gradual refinement of the legislation governing securities
litigation. Either the complaint in a class action alleges
conduct that violates § 10(b) (or another provision of federal
securities law) or it does not. If the complaint adequately
alleges conduct involving the purchase or sale of nationallytraded securities that violates federal securities law, suit
should be brought in federal court under federal law. If such
a complaint is instead brought under state law, and it is a
"covered class action" under SLUSA, it must be removed to
federal court where it will be dismissed pursuant to SLUSA.
If, however, the complaint does not allege conduct involving
the purchase or sale of securities that violates federal
securities laws, it cannot be brought under federal law in the
first place, and must instead be brought under state fiduciaryduty law or other state law. Petitioners' interpretation to the
contrary would compel wholly state-law claims to be
removed to federal court, and subsequently dismissed under
federal law, regardless of the fact that such a practice does
nothing to further the purposes of SLUSA and constitutes a
significant intrusion into an area of law that is traditionally a
matter for the states.
Several areas of law suggest the highly attenuated
connections between fraudulent business practices and
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nationally traded securities that would wipe out whole swaths
of state law claims under the Petitioners' interpretation of
SLUSA. First, consider the area of consumer fraud. What if
a mortgage broker lies to homeowners to get them to take out
mortgages, and the mortgages are securitized in a pool and
interests in the pool are sold off as covered securities? The
homeowners then bring a class action against the mortgage
brokers for fraud. Under the District Court's interpretation of
SLUSA, these claims would be preempted because the
mortgages are collateral for a covered security, even though
the fraud itself had nothing to do with covered securities or
the types of conduct that the 1933 Act, the 1934 Act, the
PSLRA, or SLUSA were designed to regulate.
Even further, imagine a similar situation involving
securitized car loans or credit card receivables. A car dealer
lies to customers about the terms of a car loan, and the car
loans are securitized in a pool and interests in the pool are
sold off as covered securities. A class action for fraudulent
lending practices is filed by consumer debtors and card
holders, but no claim is made by the security purchasers.
These types of claims are clearly not the type that Congress
intended to preempt when enacting SLUSA.
Other examples include:
• A credit card company that securitizes credit
card balances fails to pay appropriate wages to
telephone operators answering card holder questions,
and the operators file a state class action alleging
violations of state wage and hour laws.
• A nationally-traded securities clearing firm engages
in sex discrimination in compensating clerical workers
for work done in the securities office, and the workers
file a sex discrimination class action law suit.
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The notion that a misrepresentation that invokes the
specter of a covered security is sufficient to bring a claim
within the ambit of SLUSA is similarly problematic in the
consumer fraud context. Such an interpretation would likely
have the effect of preempting these unrelated claims as well:
• A broker-dealer fails to pay appropriate wages to
telephone operators who talk with investors, often
discussing with them trading in covered securities, and
the operators file a state class action alleging
violations of wage and hour laws.
• A company with fraudulent financial statements
sells stock that is a nationally traded covered security,
but also sells senior notes in a private placement to
institutional investors. The notes are not a covered
security. The stock holders sue in federal court but
the note holders sue in state court in the state
whose law applies pursuant to the private placement
memorandum.
• A privately held company that is not backed by
publicly traded securities wants to engage in a friendly
merger with a company that is backed by nationallytraded securities.
In public statements, both
companies lie to shareholders about the merger.
Under Petitioners' construction of SLUSA, the
nationally-traded company shareholders can sue
for these lies, and can file a class action in federal
court. But if the privately-held company's
shareholders want to sue for breach of fiduciary duty
because of the same lies, these claims, to the extent
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they are not derivative claims, would be preempted
under SLUSA.
The above possible claims are only the tip of the
iceberg. Under Petitioners' interpretation of SLUSA and the
argument that investment by a defendant in covered securities
is sufficient to convert a claim in connection with the sale by
a defendant of a non-covered security into a claim "in
connection with the purchase or sale of a covered security"
under SLUSA, all of the above discussed claims would be
preempted.6
The District Court also found SLUSA applicable
based on the fact that at least one Plaintiff acquired SIB CDs
with the proceeds received from selling covered securities in
their IRA portfolio. Roland, 675 F.3d at 522. But, as the
Court below correctly determined, the District Court's
approach regarding this alleged connection was incorrect.
The appropriate inquiry under SLUSA is whether the alleged
fraudulent scheme was connected with a transaction in a
covered security. Id. In Bankers Life and Zandford, the fraud
6

Judge Posner of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has
expanded on the breadth of the types of claims that would be foreclosed
under Petitioners' broad interpretation of SLUSA. See Gavin, 464 F.3d at
639 ("Of course there is a literal sense in which anything that happens that
would not have happened but for some prior event is connected to that
event. In that sense the fraud of which the plaintiff complains is connected
to the merger, without which there would not have been such a fraud
against the plaintiff and her class. But in the same sense the fraud is
connected to the Big Bang, without which there would never have been a
MediaOne or even an AT & T. . . . [T]he general point that the cases just
cited illustrate [is this]: a mere 'but for' cause linking a securities
transaction (here, the merger of MediaOne into AT & T) to a subsequent
injury (concealment of the option to receive the Standard Election without
paying any fee) does not make the injury one suffered 'in connection with
the purchase or sale of securities.' Otherwise SLUSA would apply to a
class action by shareholders who suffered paper cuts when they opened
the letters informing them of their rights under the merger.").
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could not have been accomplished but for the defendants'
convincing the plaintiffs to sell their covered securities. Here,
while it was necessary for the fraud to have the Plaintiffs
purchase CDs, the fact that some Plaintiffs sold some covered
securities in order to buy the CDs was not more than
tangentially related, if at all, to the fraudulent scheme. See
Roland, 675 F.3d at 522. The focus of the fraud was on the
fraudulent sale of CDs, not the sale of whatever assets were
used to buy the CDs. Amici are aware of no court of appeals
decision that has found SLUSA preemption under those
circumstances.?

Here, the sources of cash used to fund purchases of SIB's CDs
were entirely incidental to the fraud. Cf. Bankers Life, 404 U.S. at 10. In
Bankers Life, the Treasury securities were the focal point of the fraud
because they represented a highly liquid asset of the victim insurance
company that was used to purchase stock in a related corporation, thus
diverting the proceeds of the sale of the Treasury bonds from their proper
use in order to purchase a certificate of deposit—i.e., the misappropriation
of the Treasury securities was an integral part of the fraud. The
application of federal or state law to transactions by which thousands of
investors were victimized in a common fraudulent scheme ought not to
depend upon such an irrelevant factor as the sources of some of those
victims' funds where those sources are not integral to the fraud.
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III. This Court's Teachings Emphasize the Importance
of Interpreting SLUSA's "In Connection With"
Language as Applying Only to Covered Securities
The federal securities laws traditionally make two
distinctions in differentiating between those types of
securities covered by federal law and those that are not. First,
as noted above, private offerings of securities, and
transactions involving non-securities financial instruments,
are not covered by federal securities laws. Second, securities
not traded on United States exchanges are not covered by
federal securities laws. Morrison, 130 S.Ct. at 2887-88.
Morrison, indeed, notes this Court's jurisprudence
emphasizing that the scope of SLUSA is about the security,
rather than about either the issuer or the alleged fraud.
Morrison drew a bright line between types of securities and
held that only domestic securities are subject to the federal
securities laws. Any interpretation of the instant case that
does not make a similar distinction between nationally-traded
securities and non-nationally traded securities would be
inconsistent with both Morrison and Congress's intent in
enacting SLUSA.
In Morrison, this Court ruled that securities fraud suits
could not be brought under § 10(b) against foreign defendants
by foreign plaintiffs who bought their securities outside the
United States (the so called "f-cubed" securities litigation).
130 S. Ct. 2869. The plaintiffs in Morrison, who purchased
shares of National Australia Bank ("NAB") on the Australian
stock exchange, claimed they had been deceived in Australia
by statements of NAB about the finances of a U.S. subsidiary
and they sued NAB under § 10(b). Id. at 2876. This Court
held that the alleged fraudulent conduct in the U.S. subsidiary
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was insufficient to apply § 10(b) extraterritorially to
transactions in NAB stock on the Australian stock exchange.
Id. at 2887-88.
This Court held that § 10(b) did not apply because
"the focus of the Exchange Act is not upon the place where
the deception originated, but upon purchases and sales of
securities in the United States." Id. at 2884. This Court then
concluded that § 10(b) reaches only fraud in connection with
the "purchase or sale of a security listed on an American
stock exchange, and the purchase or sale of any other security
in the United States." Id. at 2888.
The only reasonable interpretation in this case that
would not contradict Morrison is that SLUSA is intended to
deal with plaintiffs who bought and sold a covered security
that was the subject of relevant fraud. Morrison drew a bright
line for securities implicated by § 10(b) and SLUSA based on
the security at issue, not the misrepresentation or the
underlying fraud. "[T]he focus of the Exchange Act is not
upon the place where the deception originated, but upon
purchases and sales of securities in the United States." Id. at
2884 (emphasis added). In the instant case, no covered
security was bought or sold in any part of the transaction.
In applying Morrison to the case at bar, the nature of
the investment is critical. Respondents bought CDs from
SIB. This type of instrument has a fixed rate of return, and is
not a speculative investment. Respondents were never
promised an extraordinary rate of return. Rather, upon
maturity, if for some reason the Bank was unable to pay out
the principal and interest promised, the investment would be
protected by insurance. In buying these CDs, no one intended
that any party to the transaction would obtain any interest in
any covered security. The investment was not based on a
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pass-through or "ghost" entity. Roland, 675 F.3d at 522.
"[P]laintiffs could [not] claim that they deposited their money
in the bank for the purpose of purchasing covered securities."
Id. (quoting Pension Committee of the Univ. of Montreal
Pension Plan v. Banc of Am. Secs., LLC, 750 F. Supp. 2d 450,
455 n.27 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (second alteration in original)). At
the risk of repetition, no part of the purchase or sale here
involved a covered security.
Morrison also explicitly rejected any test that would
allow transactions that met a "conduct and effects test," i.e. in
situations involving fraud in extraterritorial securities
transactions that "[involve] significant conduct in the United
States that is material to the fraud's success." Morrison, 130
S. Ct. at 2886-88. This is because the Court found no
intention on the part of Congress to affect transactions not
taking place within the United States. Id. at 2891. A similar
bright line approach is appropriate here. There is no
indication that Congress intended to include securities not
traded on a national exchange under SLUSA, since such
securities were not covered under the PSLRA or either the
1933 or 1934 Act. A holding consistent with Morrison
would reject any interpretation of SLUSA that would allow a
transaction not involving a covered security—that is, one not
traded on an American national exchange—to be preempted
merely because some tangential aspect of the transaction
misrepresented that a covered security would possibly be
involved.
Just as this Court limited the territorial application of
U.S. securities laws in Morrison, it should similarly interpret
the language following the "in connection with" phrase of
SLUSA. That is, SLUSA applies only to transactions
involving "covered securities." Morrison considered and
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rejected an attempt to interpret the plain language of § 10(b)
to include claims relating to securities that were purchased
outside the United States. Petitioners' effort here to extend
the plain language following SLUSA's "in connection with"
language to non-covered securities should also be rejected.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals should be affirmed.
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